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ABSTRACT

The name Apache was chosen from respect for the Native American
Indian tribe of Apache, well-known for their superior skills in warfare
strategy and their inexhaustible endurance. It also makes a cute pun
on "a patchy web server" (a server made from a series of patches).
Currently still is, with more than 65% of the web sites in the world
powered by it. Since 2004 until now the Hardware has evolved
dramatically, if we had had a crystal ball we would never have
imagined how these changes would have been and especially the
permanence of the LAMP Software Technology. In 2006 we wrote
that with those two articles where the project was finished, now we
laugh at that year because LAMP Software Technology was just
expanding throughout the world. From 1999 our team has worked on
LAMP Software Technology, we were trying to make our students
have Apache, MySQL and PHP without having to install LINUX on
their computers for the Operating System licenses of that time and
for not being able to have enough funds to buy licenses for the
technology that accompanied that platform, and curiously now it is
free too, we set out to take advantage of our laboratory licenses and
develop a strange combination of Apache, MySQL and PHP for our
computers, It is the same one that we published in 2004 and that a
year earlier had been rejected for not complying with the highest
quality standards worldwide, the IEEE Standards, but which we took
into account and obtained what was the beginning of many
successes in the IEEE. Now, we proudly present a remake of that
successful 2004 article incorporating what is now the current
technological development of LAMP Software Technology from the
new unsupported platforms. We hope it enjoy reading this article just
as we enjoy writing it.

It describes the first part of what LAMP Technologies are, updated to
2020. Also defines what new-noncompatible platform is. It shows
how LAMP Software Technology is used to develop information
systems on a noncompatible platform being the basis of IoT and 4.0
Internet Industry. It combines IEEE 802.3 and SCRUM Methodology
as Technology Standard to make LAMP Software Technology keeps
itself as a standard. It is shown Apache HTTP Web Server version
2.4.41 as Web Server. It is included as standard in most binaries
distributed Apache Organization when it is using MySQL 8.0.19 as
Data Base Management System and PHP 7.4.2 Applications Server
and Programming Internet Language. It is writen to anyone who use
and apply LAMP Technology over any compatible and noncompatible platform.
I NT RO DU CT I O N
LAMP means the use of the free technology on internet. L comes
from Linux, we talk about this later. A comes from Apache, the
Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an
open-source HTTP server for old modern operating systems
including Linux, Unix, Irix, Solaris and MAC. The goal of this project
is to provide a secure, efficient and extensible server that provides
HTTP services in sync with the current HTTP standards IEEE 730
and W3C. The Apache HTTP Server "httpd" was launched in 1995
and it has been the most popular web server on the Internet since
May 1996. It has celebrated its 20th birthday as a project in
February 2015. The Apache HTTP Server is a project of The
Apache Software Foundation. This server is freely available, come
with source code and is licensed under a license that allowed very
open modification and redistribution. A special point is that the
original developers lost interest in that project and moved, leaving
users without any support. Those users started to exchange fixes
and information on how to prevent problems and improve the
existing software, this fixes are called “patches”. In 1995, Brian
Behlendorf [1] created a mailing list for those users to collaborate to
fix, maintain and improve that software.

I. HTTP means Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. A HTTP Web Server
can refer to Hardware or Software, or both of them working together.
On the Hardware side, a web server is a computer that stores web
server software and the website component files: HTML documents,
images, CSS stylesheets and JavaScript files. It is connected to the
Internet and supports physical data interchange with other devices
connected to the web. On the software side, a Web Server includes
several parts that control how web users access hosted files, at
minimum an HTTP server. An HTTP server is a piece of software
that understands URLs (web addresses) and HTTP (the protocol
that the browser uses to view webpages). It can be accessed
through the domain names (DNS) of websites it stores, and delivers
their content to the end-user's device. At the most basic level,
whenever a browser needs a file which is hosted on a web server,
the browser requests the file via HTTP.
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III. Static Versus Dynamic content. Roughly speaking, a server can
serve either static or dynamic content. Static means "served as-is".
Static websites are the easiest to set up, so we suggest it make the
first site a static site. Dynamic means that the server processes the
content or even generates it on the fly from a database. This solution
provides more flexibility, but the technical stack becomes more
difficult to handle, making it dramatically more complex to build the
website. Take for example the page that it is reading right now. On
the web server hosting it, there is an application server that takes
article content from a database, formats it, puts it inside some HTML
templates, and sends it the results. In this case, the application
server is called Kuma and is built with Python (using the Django
framework), but there are many similar applications built on many
other technologies. There are so many application servers that it is
pretty hard to suggest a particular one, we offer PHP Technology.
Some application servers cater to specific website categories like
blogs, wikis or e-shops; others, called CMSs (content management
systems), are more generic. If it is building a dynamic website, take
the time to choose a tool that fits the needs. Unless it wants to learn
some web server programming (which is an exciting area in itself!), it
does not need to create the own application server. That's just
reinventing the wheel. When launching a website, it may spend
nothing, or its costs may go through the roof. In this article we
discuss how much everything costs, and how it get what it pay (or
don't pay). Software Text editors. It likely have a text editor: such as,
Notepad on Windows, Gedit on Linux, TextEdit on Mac.It will have
an easier time writing code if it choose an editor that color-codes,
checks its syntax, and assists it with code structure. Many editors
are free, for example Atom, Brackets, Bluefish, TextWrangler,
Eclipse, Netbeans, and Visual Studio Code. Some, like Sublime
Text, it can test as long as it like, but it're encouraged to pay. Some,
like PhpStorm, can cost between a few dozen and 200 dollars,
depending on the plan it purchase. Some of them, like Microsoft
Visual Studio, can cost hundreds, or thousands of dollars; though
Visual Studio Express is free for individual developers or open
source projects. Often, for-pay editors will have a trial version. To
start, we suggest trying out several editors, to get a sense of which
works best for it. If it is writing simple HTML, CSS, and Javascript,
go with a simple editor. Price does not reliably reflect a text editor's
quality or usefulness. It has to try it for itrself and decide if it meets
its needs. For example, Sublime Text is cheap, but comes with
many free plugins that can greatly extend its functionality. Image
editors. The system likely includes a simple image editor, or viewer:
Paint on Windows, Eye of Gnome on Ubuntu, Preview on Mac.
Those programs are relatively limited, it'll soon want a more robust
editor to add layers, effects, and grouping. Editors can be free
(GIMP, Paint.NET), moderately expensive (PaintShop Pro, less than
$100), or several hundred dollars (Adobe Photoshop). It can be used
any of them, as they will have similar functionality, though some are
so comprehensive it will never use every feature. If at some point it
is necesary to exchange projects with other designers, it should find
out what tools they're using. Editors can all export finished projects
to standard file formats, but each editor saves ongoing projects in
own specialized format. Most of the images on the internet are
copyrighted, so it is better to check the license of the file before it
uses it. Sites like Pixabay provide images under CC0 license, so it
can use, edit and publish them even with modification for
commercial use. Media editors. If it want to include video or audio
into its website, it can either embed online services (for example
ItTube, Vimeo, or Dailymotion), or include its own videos (see below
for bandwidth costs).

When the request reaches the correct web server (hardware), the
HTTP server (software) accepts request, finds the requested
document (if it doesn't then a 404 response is returned), and sends
it back to the browser, also through HTTP. To publish a website, it is
necesary have either a static or a dynamic web server. A static web
server, or stack, consists of a computer (Hardware) with an HTTP
server (Software). We call it "static" because the server sends its
hosted files "as-is" to the browser. A dynamic web server consists of
a static web server plus extra software, most commonly an
application server and a database. We call it "dynamic" because the
application server updates the hosted files before sending them to
the browser via the HTTP server. For example, to produce the final
webpages that it can see in the browser, the application server might
fill an HTML template with contents from a database. Sites like
ieee.org or ramptors.net have many millions of webpages, but they
are not real HTML documents, only a few HTML templates and a
giant database. This setup makes it easier and quicker to maintain
and deliver the content. II. To fetch a webpage, as we already said,
the browser sends a request to the web server, which proceeds to
search for the requested file in its own storage space. On finding the
file, the server reads it, processes it as needed, and sends it to the
browser. Let us look at those steps in more detail. Hosting files.
First, a web server has to store the files of the website, namely all
HTML documents and their related assets, including images, CSS
stylesheets, JavaScript files, fonts, and videos. Technically, it could
host all those files on the own computer, but it's far more convenient
to store them all on a dedicated web server that - is always up and
running - is always connected to the Internet - has the same IP
address all the time (not all ISPs provide a fixed IP address for home
lines) - is maintained by a third-party provider. For all these reasons,
finding a good hosting provider is a key part of building the website.
Dig through the various services companies offer and choose one
that fits the needs and the budget (services range from free to
thousands of dollars per month). It can find more details in this
article. Once it set up a web hosting solution, it just have to upload
the files to the web server. Communicating through HTTP. Second,
a web server provides support for HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol). As its name implies, HTTP specifies how to transfer
hypertext (i.e., linked web documents) between two computers. A
Protocol is a set of rules for communication between two computers.
HTTP is a textual, stateless protocol. Textual. All commands are
plain-text and human-readable. Stateless. Neither the server nor the
client remembers previous communications. For example, relying on
HTTP alone, a server cannot remember a password it typed or what
step it is on in a transaction. It need an application server for tasks
like that. (We'll cover that sort of technology in further articles.)
HTTP provides clear rules for how a client and server communicate.
We'll cover HTTP itself in a technical article later on. For now, just be
aware of these things: - Only clients can make HTTP requests, and
then only to servers. - Servers can only respond to a client's HTTP
request. - When requesting a file via HTTP, clients must provide the
file's URL. - The web server must answer every HTTP request, at
least with an error message. - The MDN 404 page as an example of
such error page. - On a web server, the HTTP server is responsible
for processing and answering incoming requests. - On receiving a
request, an HTTP server first checks whether the requested URL
matches an existing file. - If so, the web server sends the file content
back to the browser. If not, an application server builds the
necessary file. - If neither process is possible, the web server returns
an error message to the browser, most commonly 404 Not Found.
(That error is so common that many web designers spend quite
some time designing 404 error pages.)
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For audio files, it can find free software (Audacity, Wavosaur), or
paying up to a few hundred dollars (Sony Sound Forge, Adobe
Audition). Likewise, video-editing software can be free (PiTiVi,
OpenShot for Linux, iMovie for Mac), less than $100 (Adobe
Premiere Elements), or several hundred dollars (Adobe Premiere
Pro, Avid Media Composer, Final Cut Pro). The software it received
with its digital camera may cover all its needs. Publishing tools. It is
also a way to upload files: from its hard drive to a distant web
server. To do that it should use a publishing tool such as an (S)FTP
client, RSync, or Git/GitHub. Each operating system includes an
(S)FTP client, as part of its file manager. Windows Explorer,
Nautilus (a common Linux file manager), and the Mac Finder all
include this functionality. However, people often choose dedicated
(S)FTP clients to display local or remote directories side-by-side and
store server passwords. If it wants to install an (S)FTP client, there
are several reliable and free options: for example, FileZilla for all
platforms, WinSCP for Windows, Cyberduck for Mac or Windows,
and more. Because FTP is inherently insecure, it should make sure
to use SFTP — the secure, encrypted version of FTP that most
hosting sites it'll deal with these days will offer by default — or
another secure solution like Rsync over SSH. Browsers. It either
already have a browser or can get one for free. If necessary,
download Firefox here or Google Chrome here. Web access.
Co m p u t e r / m o d e m . I t n e e d s a co m p u t e r . Co st s ca n va r y
tremendously, depending on its budget, and where it lives. To
publish a barebones website, it only needs a basic computer
capable of launching an editor, and a Web browser, so the entry
level can be quite low. Of course, it'll need a more serious computer
if it want to produce complicated designs, touch up photos, or
produce audio and video files. It need to upload content to a remote
server (see Hosting below), so it need a modem. its ISP can rent
Internet connectivity to it for a few dollars per month, though its
budget might vary, depending on its location. ISP access. Make
sure that it have sufficient bandwidth: Low-bandwidth access may
be adequate to support a 'simple' website: reasonably-sized images,
texts, some CSS and JavaScript. That will likely cost it a few dozen
dollars, including the rent for the modem. On the other hand, it'll
need a high-bandwidth connections, such as DSL, cable, or fiber
access, if it want a more advanced website with hundreds of files, or
if it want to deliver heavy video/audio files directly from its web
server. It could cost the same as low-bandwidth access, upwards to
several hundred dollars per month for more professional needs.
Hosting. Understanding bandwidth. Hosting providers charge it
according to how much bandwidth what website consumes. This
depends on how many people, and Web crawling robots, access its
content during a given time, and how much server space its content
takes up. This is why people usually store their videos on dedicated
services such as Ittube, Dailymotion, and Vimeo. For example, its
provider may have a plan that includes up to several thousand
visitors per day, for “reasonable” bandwidth usage. Be careful,
however as this is defined differently from one hosting provider to
another. As a rule of thumb, recognize that reliable, paid, personal
hosting can cost around ten to fifteen dollars per month. Note that
there is no such thing as “unlimited” bandwidth. If it consumes a
huge amount of bandwidth, expect to pay a huge amount of money.
Domain names. The domain name has to be purchased through a
domain name provider (a registrar). its hosting provider may also be
a registrar (1&1, Gandi for instance are at the same time registrars
and hosting providers). The domain name usually costs $5-15 per
year. In 1995 the domain cost 100Ks USDlls, in 2000 the domain
cost one Hundred USDlls, in 2010 the domain cost only ten USDlls,
even though this cost varies depending on:

The domain name usually costs between 5 and 15 USDlls per year.
In 1995 the domain cost 100Ks USDlls, in 2000 the domain cost one
Hundred USDlls, in 2010 the domain cost only ten USDlls, even
though this cost varies depending on: - Local obligations: some
country top-level domain names are more costly, as different
countries set different prices. - Services associated with the domain
name: some registrars provide spam protection by hiding its postal
address and email address behind their own addresses: the postal
address can be provided in care of the registrar, and its email
address can be obscured via its registrar's alias. Do it itself hosting
Versus packaged hosting. When it wants to publish a website, it
could do everything by itrself: set up a database (if needed), Content
Management System, or CMS (like Wordpress, Dotclear, spip, etc.),
upload pre-made or its own templates. It could use its hosting
provider's environment, for roughly ten to fifteen dollars per month, or
subscribe directly to a dedicated hosting service with pre-packaged
CMSs (e.g., Wordpress, Tumblr, Blogger). For the latter, it won't
have to pay anything, but it may have less control over templating
and other options. Free hosting Versus paid hosting. It might ask,
Why should It pay for my hosting when there are so many free
services? - It has more freedom when it pays. The website is its, and
it can migrate seamlessly from one hosting provider to the next. Free hosting providers may add advertising to its content, beyond its
control. - It is better to go for paid hosting rather than relying on free
hosting, as it is possible to move its files easily and uptime is
guaranteed by most paid sites. Most hosting providers give it a huge
discount to start with. Some people opt for a mixed approach. For
example, their main blog on a paid host with a full domain name, and
spontaneous, less strategic, content on a free host service.
Professional website agencies and hosting. If it desires a
professional website, it will likely ask a web agency to do it for it.
Here, costs depend on multiple factors, such as: - Is this a simple
website with a few pages of text? Or a more complex, thousandpages-long website? - Will it want to update it regularly? Or will it be
a static website? - Must the website connect to its company’s IT
structure to gather content (say, internal data)? Does it want some
shiny new feature that is the rage of the moment? At the time of
writing, clients are seeking single pages with complex parallax. - Do
it want redundant servers, in case its server goes down? - Is 95%
percent reliability adequate, or do it need professional, around-theclock service? - Does it want high-profile, ultra-responsive dedicated
servers, or can it cope with a slower, shared machine? - Depending
on how it answers these questions, its site could cost thousands to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. IV. Local files Versus Remote files.
Throughout most of the learning area, we tell you to just open your
examples directly in a browser — this can be done by double clicking
the HTML file, dragging and dropping it into the browser window, or
choosing File > Open... and navigating to the HTML file. There are
many ways to achieve this. If the web address path starts with file://
followed by the path to the file on your local hard drive, a local file is
being used. In contrast, if you view one of our examples hosted on
GitHub (or an example on some other remote server), the web
address will start with http:// or https://, to show that the file has been
received via HTTP. Testing local files. Some examples won't run if
you open them as local files. This can be due to a variety of reasons,
the most likely being: They feature asynchronous requests. Some
browsers (including Chrome) will not run async requests (see
Fetching data from the server) if you just run the example from a
local file. This is because of security restrictions (for more on web
security, read Website security).
They feature a server-side
language. Server-side languages (such as PHP or Python) require a
special server to interpret the code and deliver the results.
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Some examples won't run if you open them as local files. This can
be due to a variety of reasons, the most likely being: They feature
asynchronous requests. Some browsers (including Chrome) will not
run async requests (see Fetching data from the server) if you just
run the example from a local file. This is because of security
restrictions (for more on web security, read Website security).
They feature a server-side language. Server-side languages (such
as PHP or Python) require a special server to interpret the code and
deliver the results. Running a simple local HTTP Server (localhost).
Who are you? This is the question that We always ask our students
when we teach HTTP Server. When We ask the question to our
HTTP Server it answers: localhost. To get around the problem of
async requests, we need to test such examples by running them
through a local web server. One of the easiest ways to do this for
our purposes is to use PHP Simple HTTPServer module.
IV. Installing Apache and Updating the Firewall. The Apache Web
Server is among the most popular web servers in the world. It's welldocumented and has been in wide use for much of the history of the
web, which makes it a great default choice for hosting a website.
Install Apache using Ubuntu's package manager, apt:

It can do a spot check right away to verify that everything went as
planned by visiting your server's public IP address in your web
browser (see the note under the next heading to find out what your
public IP address is if you do not have this information already):
http://localhost

It will appear and it will see the default Ubuntu 18.04 Apache web
page, which is there for informational and testing purposes. It should
look something like this:

$sudo apt update
$sudo apt install apache2

Since this is a sudo command, these operations are executed with
root privileges. It will ask you for your regular user's password to
verify your intentions. Once you've entered your password, apt will
tell you which packages it plans to install and how much extra disk
space they'll take up. Press Y and hit ENTER to continue, and the
installation will proceed. 1. Adjust the Firewall to Allow Web Traffic.
Next, assuming that it has followed the initial server setup
instructions and enabled the UFW firewall, make sure that your
firewall allows HTTP and HTTPS traffic. You can check that UFW
has an application profile for Apache like so:

If it can see this page, then the Apache Web Server is now correctly
installed and accessible through your firewall. How To Find the
Server's Public IP Address. In the case that it cannot find the Public
IP Address of our LAMP Server, there are a number of ways you can
find it. Usually, this is the address you use to connect to your server
through SSH. There are a few different ways to do this from the
command line. First, you could use the iproute2 tools to get your IP
address by typing this:

$sudo ufw app list

O u tp u t:

$ip addr show eth0 | grep inet | awk '{
print $2; }' | sed 's/\/.*$//'

Available applications:
Apache
Apache Full
Apache Secure
OpenSSH

This will give you two or three lines back. They are all correct
addresses, but your computer may only be able to use one of them,
so f e e l f r e e t o t r y e a ch o n e .
$sudo apt install curl
curl http://ramptors.net

If you look at the Apache Full profile, it should show that it enables
traffic to ports 80 and 443:

Regardless of the method you use to get your IP address, type it into
your web browser's address bar to view the default Apache page.

$sudo ufw app info "Apache Full"

O u tp u t:

$sudo apt install curl
curl http://ramptors.net

Profile: Apache Full
Title: Web Server (HTTP,HTTPS)
Description:
Apache
v2
is
the
next
generation of the omnipresent Apache web
server.
Ports:
80,443/tcp

CONCLUSIONS.
The HTTP WEB Server Apache was presented as the first unit of
LAMP Technology. It is the 66% HTTP Web Server on whole World
Wide Web without account the Intranets. It must see what
Noncompatible Platform as not Linux, not Unix, not Irix, not Solaris,
not Mac. The main contribution is the development of a standard way
to set up the HTTP Server Apache that works on internet.

Allow incoming HTTP and HTTPS traffic for this profile:
$ sudo ufw allow in "Apache Full"
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